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Security is watching...
Cameras on the dorms are monitoring parking lots at all times
By Terence Chang
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
In an attempt to stop crime, the
Fairfield University security department
is starting to use advanced technology that
can videotape intruders and students, as
they walk around campus.
Director of security, Todd
Pelazza, said that closed circuit televisions are the latest addition to the department, which this past summer also approved a new mobile dispatch center The
closed circuit television start up cost is
approximately $24,000 with minimal
maintaining fee, Pelazza said.
"The cameras will assist our department in an attempt to monitor the activity in the parking lots," Pelazza said.
Three mounted cameras are now
in place on top of buildings, to monitor
the adjacent parking lots they face. One
camera is on the northeast corner of Campion Hall to survey the Jogues parking
lot. The second camera is on the southeast corner of Jogues Hall and will cover
the Regis parking lot. The third camera
is on top of Alumni Hall in the southwest
corner to monitor the commuter parking
lots behind the gym.
The cameras will relay images
24 hours a day to a single monitor at the
dispatch center, where the images are recorded, Pelazza said. Then, if an accident or auto theft occurs, the tapes will
be reviewed. The cameras come equipped
with high speed zoom lenses that allow
for extreme close-ups of people or cars
in the lots.
"The cameras are only good to
deter vandalism in the parking lots and to
prevent people from getting away from
hit-and-runs but it seems as though they
may be infringing on our rights," said
Greg Mullen'01.
"It seems as though the initial
benefit is for the students, despite the high
cost," said FUSA President Mike
Piagentini. "This is a step in the right direction to alleviate these problems. Security has been working hard to fix these

problems by such measures as increased
bike patrols".
Cameras were put in place,
Pelazza said, because in the 1997 calendar year there were six auto thefts and
two more in the spring of 1998. From
1994 to 1996 there were only a total of
four auto thefts.
Since the 1995 calendar year,
overall reported crime has risen on
Fairfield's campus by 32 percent, from
112 incidents in 1995 to 148 incidents
in 1997. The incidents include larceny,
theft, burglary, substance abuse, and one
rape, which occurred in 1995.
Pelazza said that last spring the
security department worked with a Connecticut State Police SpecialTask Force
after the University's rising trend of auto
thefts and they found that there are two
auto theft groups working independently
out of Bridgeport and Norwalk.
The two groups have hit the

Fairfield County region hard and a similar
rise in auto thefts has been seen at nearby
Sacred Heart University and Fairfield train
station.
The Special Task Force surveyed
the campus for several days and found that
these groups are not working at any set time
of the day or week. This makes it extremely
difficult to predict or plan a trap, said Pelazza.
Two major incidents last year involved car chases and the ramming of security cars was the result of both of them. One
chase was at 5 a.m. and the culprit rammed
a security car seven times before escaping.
The other chase took place during
the day, behind Alumni Hall, and resulted in
a neck sprain for one of the security officers.
"The motive is not to focus on students but to help secure their cars on campus," Piagentini said.
As a result of the new closed circuit system and other technical advances,
continued on pg. 3

photo: Nick Ouimet
The camera on top of Campion Hall
surveys the Jogues parking lot.

photo: Nick Ouimet
Several students attended the meeting, but few eceived useful answers. While various points of law were
discussed, the ambiguities of individual situations stood out moe than anything else. See pg. 4 fordetails.
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Campus Beat
Brian Williams
Asst. News Editor
November 7
2:34 a.m.-An 18 year-old intoxicated student was transported to the health
center by security.
7:45 a.m.-A light pole in the traffic circle was struck by a vehicle. The
vehicle was located at the beach. The case has been sent to judicial.
8:48 p.m.-A student in Dolan reported receiving harassing phone calls.
Security is investigating the issue.
*

November 8
3:35 a.m.-A handicapped sign reported missing from campus was found
in a townhouse while security investigated a noise complaint.
November 9
10:22 p.m.- A man allegedly exposed himself to female students outside
Barone Campus Center. Security was unable to locate the suspect.
November 10
12:44 p.m.- A two-car motor vehicle accident occurred in Jogues triangle.
The cars were heavily damaged but luckily no one was injured.
November 11
2:18 p.m.- University van #21 was while parked outside of Alumni Hall.
10:28 p.m.-A 35 year-old non-University male was arrested for indecent
exposure at the library. He was the same suspect involved in the aforementioned
incident at Barone.
November 12
1:06 a.m.- A driver received a DWI from security after running through
the checkpoint without stopping.
9:08 a.m.- Blue spray paint was found on the walls of Kostka Hall.

Announcements
Starting December 1 the Office of Financial Aid will be
located on the second floor of Donnarumma Hall. The
Office will be closed on November 30 to facilitate the move.

Classifieds
Mature, under/grad students wanted as instructors for basic
computer applications. Flexible schedule. $25/hr. starting. Jan/
May. Fairfield County Schools. 8 AM-3PM.
rcallahan@ces.kl2.ct.us

Wanted: Part Time student Security dispatcher. Weekends,
rotating shifts. See Frank Ficko, ext. 4090
1985 Volkswagon Rabbit Convertible, Red with Black top
(brand new top) New breaks, exhaust, battery and tires, Pioneer
removable-face cassette stereo. $2000
W: (203) 373-2125/ H: (203) 254-3638
Motor Route Carriers: The Connecticut Post
Getting our morning newspaper to our readers' houses everyday is
imperative. That's why we are looking for dependable, independent contractors to service our subscribers.
We can provide you with a business opportunity in a number of
different delivery areas in Fairfield and Westport. You must
provide daily delivery services to the satisfaction of our delivery
customers seven days a week.
If you are a self-motivated business person willing to use your
own judgement, in your own independently established business to
perform these services, please call the telephone number listed
below between the hours of 12am and 8am to find out more about
this opportunity. As an independent contractor you must provide
your own car or van, and supplies, such as gas: in addition to a
valid driver's license & insurance, to complete the delivery services. Call: 371-7359

CHEERS

BOOS

... to random boy... to girls that are
...to Bula, the best bartender...to the
"asking for it"... to power hour every
orgasm cookies... to the cone war... to
weekend... to the Nanuet's Nurse's
the Kim and Elise Beirut queens for
birthday... to being let down... to him
beating Dan and Sean... to Gary- how
saying "used to"... to Jackie's O- "I
are the high school girls?... to getting
hope he was worth it"... to the Giants
a dartboard from Larkin's... to
being as bad as they are... to evil Mrs.
Spieler"s blanket... to Sully-just
Bogosian... to looking at my hands for
because... to Spieler- was the couch
an hour... to having four papers due in
comfy?... to the Tool Box's parties...
November... to the greed in the NBA...
to the Mirror giving LENKA and
to Bernie selling out... to our messed
JARRETT their new C.I.A. identiup rug... to being to young... to
ties... to KH finally being 21... to
Brian... to being scared... to Kahlua
shopping with KT for art supplies and
and water... to losing respect for
exposing to BJ's and the myriad of
friends... to not being able to take it...
petty cash possibilities... to Dan's
to having too many tests and quizzes
entrance through our silver curtain...
. every week... to "holds" on registrato Ruddy, the blender, and his
tion because Financial Aid and the
entouraage of daquaries and pina
Bursur don't communicate... to not
coladas... to teachers who write you
having a car... to staff meetings that
into their class... to girls who clean
are too long... to Janine... to techno
your room and hang candy canes from
meat heads... to maybe not living in
your Christmas lights... to big barrels
the townhouse... to having a crush and
of cheese, butter, and carmel popnot being able to do anything about
corn... to Cami's gas... to Nook's
it... to Albino Frog... to using your
beard... to Tool Box streaking... to
housemate's bed... to Larkin's cleanSpace Wranglers... to Castle
ing day... to freshman at Larkin's... to
Greysull... to Chaz's laugh... to people
never having a chance in hell of
changing for the better... to the girls of
turning a profit in the S &D game... to
Jogues 1... to boys in the ghetto... to
Dupac only visiting... to Stop and
the Jogues RA staff... to possibly
Shop on Saturday night... to wasting
being "neighbors" next year... to "chit
too much time on Camp 1 freshman
chat" in the library... to my mouth
year... to cheaters on tests... to losing
being a little dry... to possibly getting
the sophomore Grape bartender at
a car on campus... to new hotties... to
111... to special dinners and really red
good timing and fate... to getting over
meat... to Geoff not being first this
old crushes... to two of a kind... to
week... to wanting to go home... to
running out of alcohol... to being the
having a paper due in the morning., to
other woman... to Merchant
going to bed late and waking up
Marines...to Alison teaching me
early... to group meetings when
religion the night before the test... to
nothing is accomplished... to wishing
the Jets atop the division... to looking
you could change things, but knowing
at him from across the table... to that
you can't... to stinky food in the
beach in Ireland... to big words... to
campus center... to the "Meet Joe
wings at midnight... to that lazy bitch
Black"... to being homesick... to
"the guy"... to Mike's nose being
fighting about the same stuff... to
straight again... to Pat not being in
going grocery shopping and eating all
trouble... to seeing Richard in a
the food in one day... to jeans not
movie... to chocolate... to the Amazing
fitting... to not going to the movies...
Football Passer Guys... to one month
to the meeting., to Campion fire
without messing things up... to
drills... to having to stay in your
Phoenix, Mempis, No. 2, Miami,
room... to bed wetters... to drunk
Minneapolis, Little Rock, Seatle,
drivers... to Van Ho rolling on me and
Fargo, and the rest of the "Foxwoods
smelling like beer... to Jeff's drunk
gang"... to happy 21st Mary Alice!...
ride and not taking us home... to
to Bobby and Tony guarding the
never giving up... to being radical... to
door... to "pipes"... to Japanese guys
hitting your head on the coffee table...
who go to bed at 9:30... to "Simon
to hiding in doorways during Japanese
Birch"... to Thanksgiving almost being
earthquakes... to choking on gum in
here... to the big test being over... to
the middle of the night and in the
"Pleasantville"... to waterbeds in the
middle of class., to clogging up the
basement... to getting a pool in the
John, lavatory, toliet... to taking two
yard., to Deer Hunter 2... to the
sets of prom pictures... to dying blond
Boudjok and our trip to Boston...to
hair black... to evaluations... to doing
getting into school over there... to
things in "poor taste"... to the "ho"...
going shopping this weekend... to
to screwing things up... to no subs...
going home on Monday!...to Patrick.,
to few subs... to papers and apps... to
to the hope of getting some new
back to reality... to #8 on hockey...to
computers...to sleeping in...
3am fire bells... to early risin'
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Shocking developments in security...
Officers equipped with defribrillator units and guns
By Glenn Coffin
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
This fall, Fairfield University's
security department has been given a new
responsibility; they now have the ability
to save our lives.
The security department has acquired two defibrillator units that will aid
them in an emergency should a student or
faculty member go into cardiac arrest.
These brand new machines, used in hospitals and ambulances, deliver a shock to
the heart in the event it stops beating.This
energy stimulates the muscle into action
again.
"Over the last few years, there
have been several instances where a cardiac arrest has occurred and these tools
were needed," said assistant director of
security Mike Lauzon. These instances included the death of a woman in the stands
of a basketball game. Had the University
had these life saving devices, she may not
have died.
The University bought two of
these machines, along with a training device. The price tag was $7,000 each. The
cost of this device, and the danger if misused has some students worried.
"Security shouldn't be running
around with these things.They aren't doctors," said freshman Anne Gormley. What
many students don't know is that security
does have the proper training to deal with
this type of situation. "Seventeen of us are
EMT's and we all had to take the training
course. So we do know what we are doing," Assistant Director Lauzon said.
Security officers have undergone
an in-depth training course through the
state of Connecticut. If by chance there is
a problem while using the equipment, the
machines have miniature recording devices built into them that record the op-

erations it is performing. If there are any
mistakes made by an officer, the computer will know it.
The devices are especially
good for athletic or social events. "They
are a good idea. We are not out on campus, they are. They (defibrillators) are
more for faculty, guests and athletes,"

"The first time we save
someone's life with it,
the price will be worth
it," said Mike Lauzon,
assistant director of
security.
said Anne Cole, Director of the department of health services.The mobility of
security gives the seriously injured or
ill the coverage of the health center without them traveling to Dolan.
As for the cost, students are a
bit worried about that. "It's good to have
one of these, but two? I don't know,
sounds like a waste of money to me,"
said sophomore Patrick Pleshaw.
But how do you put a price tag
on someone's life? "The first time we
save someone's life with it, the price will
be worth it," Lauzon said.
Aside from being able to save
a life, there is another reason for having
these tools on campus. "We have become secondary responders for the town
of Fairfield. They already respond to a
lot of medical emergencies here, so they
are happy to have us," said Mr. Lauzon.
The more security can do, the less the
fire department will have to worry about
us. That way they will be available to
attend to the other citizens of Fairfield.

ByMattWhelan
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
A furious subject of debate over
the last decade has been the presence of guns
in schools, and Fairfield University is no
exception. However, here at this peaceful
New England campus, it's not the students
but security carrying the weapons.
Security officers at Fairfield University have been armed for 25 years and
some people are beginning to ask if guns
are really necessary at a school with an almost nonexistent violent crime rate.
"There's no need for them to carry
guns. There's not that much violence or
crime for that matter for them to have guns,"
said Marguerita Argueso '99.
Presently, the Fairfield University
security department employs 18 full time
officers, 15 of whom are authorized to carry
guns while on duty between the hours of 4
p.m. and 8 a.m. Officers must undergo a
rigorous six month training process and biannual training conducted by the Master
Range Instructor for the Connecticut State
Police Academy, according to Director of
Fairfield security Todd Pelazza.
Despite Fairfield University's low
crime rate, the security department feels the
carrying of weapons is justified. "Officers
are bound to protect the Fairfield University community...and an officer should be
granted the tools necessary to complete the
job," said Pelazza. He added that in the 25
years that security has carried guns they
have only been drawn twice and have never
been fired.
Many students however, disagreed. "They just don't need them. It's
an added danger on this campus. What if a
security guard has to break up a fight and
his gun somehow gets dislodged? Someone could get shot by accident," said Mark
Sheppard '00.

New equipment boosts security's effectiveness
continued from pg. 1
Pelazza has worked in conjunction with
Fairfield University Fire Marshall Joe
Bouchard to develop the new mobile dispatch equipment. The old equipment
could not handle the addition of the security cameras and two other improvements,
Pelazza said. The new mobile dispatch
center is a network of monitors and computers that controls all of security's du-

ties on campus.
In addition, the faculty now
has access cards that work for
Bannow, Donnarumma, and the
School of Business. There has also
been an upgrade in the fire alarm technology and so the new dispatch equipment is needed to configure all the
information from the new systems,
Pelazza said.

"A Champagne World?"
Press Release

The Bellarmine lecture this
year—"A Champagne World?"—Will be
a little different from usual.
It won't actually be a lecture—it
will be a multimedia event with drama,
music, and poetry, featuring student organizations. The keynote speaker, Father
Xavier Gorostiaga, S.J., is a Nicaraguan
economist who writes and speaks on social justice and economic equity in a global context.

"It should not just be a dry economics lecture," Gorostiaga said. "It
should be images flashing on the background, with music and art and dancing.
And it should emerge from the students.
If it's not, then students might just sit
and listen, but it won't make a difference to them."
Latin American Studies, international studies, economics, philosophy,
religious studies, the Humanities Institute, and the Bellarmine Lecture fund all
helped fulfill Gorostiaga's request.
For the most part, "'A Champagne World?' will give the campus a
taste of what it's like to visit worlds that
are very different from our own," said
Dr. Joy Gordon, of the philosophy department. "Sometimes that means seeing how injustice works, and feeling the
pain and shock of that. But just as often
it means experiencing moments that are
deeply moving and quite wondrous.
"So all are welcomc.and we
hope you'll enjoy it!"

Pelazza said confidently that this
simply is not a danger. "It won't happen.
In training, officers undergo extensive
handgun retention training and also use
level three holsters which assure that a
gun cannot be knocked out."
"Do they honestly think students
represent that much of a threat?" asked
Jeremy Nappi '00. Just having a sidearm could lead to the possible use of it, a
danger Fairfield does not need, he added.
Other student opinions weren't
so clearly cut. "I don't think presently
there's a need but I suppose they're good
just in case something happens However,
you have to remember our school isn't in
the South Bronx," said Mike Shaw '00.
FUSA President Michael
Piagentini believed that most students
share Shaw's attitude. "I'm confident that
the officers are properly trained to responsibly carry these weapons so I think it's
okay for security to carry them," he said.
"As long as they have the necessary permits, they should be able to
carry them," Jim Brett '00 said. Nate
Melendy, also a junior, added, "It's better to have them and not need them to
need them and not have them."
This idea, Pelazza said, was the
main reason for Fairfield security to decide to carry guns, despite the fact that
many other university security departments opt not to carry guns. "In 90 percent of campus shootings the underlying
theme was, 'We never thought it could
occur here,'" he said. "Just because
something has never happened at
Fairfield doesn't mean it couldn't happen."
However, an informal Mirror
survey found that students overwhelmingly in favor of fewer guns on campus.
"They should leave the guns in the office
and rely more on nonlethal tools, like
pepper spray," said Matt Moschitta '00.
Pelazza stated that security
would definitely rely on such tools instead
of firearms if possible. He also added
that circumstances under which a gun
could be drawn are very rare and specific.
"It's our department's philosophy to back
off whenever possible in such a situation.
The absolute last thing we'd ever want is
a shoot out on campus," he said.

photo: Nick Ouimet
All cameras have zoom lenses forclose-ups.

Holocaust survivor addresses inhumanity
By Tim Healy
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Stephen Adler, a child survivor of
the Holocaust, addressed the Fairfield community last Thursday during a commemoration of the 60th anniversary of Kristallnact,
or the "night of the broken glass."
He spoke on why it is important to
remember the Holocaust and the lessons that
can be learned from it.
Kristallnact itself refers to the night
of November 9, 1939, when German programs of mass destruction of Jewish homes,
businesses and synagogues were launched.
Adler said it is one of the important events
to remember because it "presaged every aspect of the Holocaust...Every aspect of it was
seen except for the killings that were started
in 1942."
Adler also stated that the denial of
human rights as seen during the Holocaust
has not disappeared and can still be seen in
such places such as Bosnia. He pointed out
that while those in the room listening to him

may never have to be in a concentration
camp or have to survive the Holocaust,
there are still human rights travesties out
there.
The lesson he implored the audience of about 50 to learn is, "to restore
humanity and morality." He stressed that
the individual can make differences in restoring human decency and humanity noting the many individuals that helped him
to survive.
His survival itself is one that can
be seen as a mix of luck and extremely
good fortune. He said, "he lived with constant fear and anxiety."
Today Adler is a member of the
Executive Board of the Holocaust Child
Survivors of Connecticut. The organization founded in 1991 acts as a support
group for children that survived the Holocaust. He noted that the other task of
the organization is to teach. They go to
schools, synagogues, and churches to
teach people about the lessons in humanity that need to come out of the Holocaust.
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$10 million received to renovate residence halls
By Kaylin Curran
ASSISTANT A&E EDITOR
Walk through the residence
halls at Fairfield and it's easy to see how
poor some of the lighting is, how the
plumbing needs to be improved and
which windows need replacement.
Problems like these and others
will soon be addressed due to a 10 million dollar bond issued from the Connecticut Higher Education FacilitiesAuthority to the University. The five residence halls in the quad will reap the benefits from this bond.
Associate Dean of residence life
Fran Koerting developed a student "focus group" aimed at brainstorming where
these funds are best spent. The group
consists of students from FUSA Senate
and Cabinet, resident assistants and residence hall government members.
Nikki Pilek '00, a member of

the focus group, feels, "The ideas that have
been generated are legitimate and a necessity. The group is asking for things that the
residence halls need and it is very possible
they will be implemented."
First year resident Carla Bianchi
agrees. "Renovation in the dorms is definitely a good and necessary idea. It is a positive step toward accommodating the students
more comfortably."
Koerting said the most exciting part
of the renovations is the movable furniture
for each building. "Rooms will be more flexible for students. Ideally in three years,
rooms will be brighter, more colorful and
look new, a place students want to be," she
said.
The focus group has developed a
list with individual concerns for each building and also general ideas which apply to
all quad buildings^
All residence halls will get an academic and social lounge similiar to the one
in Loyola, Koerting said. Regis and Jogues

will also receive new bedroom furniture.
Both buildings currently have their original furniture.
Replacement of exterior doors,
an upgrade of heating, ventilation,
plumbing and lighting are just some of
the areas which will definitely be addressed in all five buildings.
Some other proposed ideas
were privacy areas in showers, a utility
sink in all bathrooms for dishes, brighter
hallways, summer storage in all buildings, and a more effective card reader
outside of buildings to ultimately eliminate propping of exterior doors.
These are just a few of the results from two meetings of the group.
There is no guarantee all ideas will be
implemented but the areas most in need
will be addressed first according to
Koerting.
A tentative timeline of upgrades
for each building has been established.
Regis and Loyola will be dealt with in

the summer of '99; Gonzaga and Jogues,
summer of '00; and Campion, summer
of'01.
Koerting organized the group
last year with only 12 members. This
year there are about 20 students involved.
Koerting wanted to gather a group of students who weren't closely involved with
the department of residence life and knew
the concerns of students living in the
halls.
Koerting feels the student input
she has received is "wonderful." "Some
of the things I never would have thought
of," she said.
Asked if these renovations are
long overdue, FUSA president Mike
Piagentini stated," I do believe that these
renovations are long overdue. More importantly I am happy that these renovations to the residence halls will start
promptly in order for the underclass students to benefit from them."

BCC hopes to be next for renovation
By Lauren Walkiewicz
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
The 3,000 students who attend
Fairfield University visit nearly every part
of campus on a given day. But at some
point or another during the day, most of
them go through the Barone Campus Center.
The Campus Center is probably
one of the most social places that the University actually supplies for its students.
But the Campus Center has started to become a little outdated and not fully efficient when compared to the newly renovated Athletic Center and the plans for
the Nyselius Library, students say.
"When I look at all the other new
buildings and plans that the University has
done and then I come to the Campus Center, I just think that it looks so old," said

junior Karen McGuire.
"It has a lot of services and reasons to be there, but it just doesn't really
welcome anyone," said sophomore Teri
Trahon.
Plans to renovate and expand the
Barone Campus Center are currently in the
works, according to Matt Dinnan, Director
of Campus Center Operations. There are no
definite architectural designs yet, but it is
part of the current projects that the university is dealing with.
Right now, the Barone Campus
Center is 68,000 square feet. Tentative plans
include a 40,000 square foot expansion, he
said. Most likely, the Campus Center will
be pushed out in the front into the parking
lot which will be turned into a park setting
with an amphitheater.
Dinnan went on to say that there
are plans to add a media wing which would
include putting the school's radio station,

No clear-cut picture for
student beach residents
By Dana Ambrosini
NEWS EDITOR
Monday night's student beach
resident meeting with a lawyer and police officer, though attended by several
students, produced few satisfactory answers to questions about student rights
and responsibilities at the beach.
Attorney Raymond Kelly and
Lt. Gunther of the Fairfield police department were honest and forthcoming in
dealing with student concerns about issues such as noise violations and health
inspections, but no clear picture of dos
and don'ts surfaced.
One of the most common areas
of concern dealt with tickets received for
noise violations. Kelly reported that according to the town ordinance, police officers must get a sound meter reading of
over 45 decibels within 1 foot of the border of a property in order to issue a noise
violation. Students ticketed for this offense and wishing to appeal are advised
to inquire what their reading is to insure
that one was taken.
Kelly stated that depending on
the police officer's discretion, students
could be charged with a noise violation
infraction, a disorderly conduct misdemeanor, or an actual breach of peace.
One unidentified student stated

that students unwilling to allow officers in
their home or produce their other
housemates were often faced with the threat
that the charge would be increased. Kelly
replied that it may be difficult to make a
breach of peace charge stand if taken to
court.
Nevertheless, Lt. Gunther confirmed that the decision is in the hands of
the police officer when it comes to the
charge as well as whether or not other concerns, such as serving to minors, will be
pursued when an officer visits a house.
"What it comes down to is police
discretion and if we want to act upon police discretion it takes money," said Nick
Ouimet '01. "Being college students we
don't have any and therefore we have no
rights. That's not the way the American
society is supposed to work."
Kelly stated that a police officer
cannot enter a home without an "exigent
circumstance." Once they view something
though, they may have probable cause.
Repeated health inspections was
the other hot topic at the meeting. According to Kelly, if landlords permit the inspection, it is legal. However, upon receipt of a
notice that a house will be inspected, if students file a petition within 10 days, they
must be granted a hearing to determine the
validity of the inspection within 30 days.
Kelly advised students to make use of this

yearbook and newspaper in there. Some
of Student Services would be placed in
the building as well.
Right now, the plans are being
worked by the Development Office. The
Board of Trustees has to work on fund
raising to determine when the exact date
of construction can begin and how much
it will cost, according to Dinnan. An approximate price is expected to be around
$10 to $15 million.
"The university has yet to begin a fund raising campaign, but the administration does place the Barone Campus Center as a high priority to renovate
in the immediate future," said Doug
Whiting of public relations.
Even though there is no definite date set for contraction to begin, students surveyed were excited about the
plans.

"I think that
these ideas are wonderful. It would be so
cool to have that size of a campus center," said junior Derrick Aldridge.
Since the Bookstore has plans
to expand into the area in which the Game
Room currently is, the Game Room will
have to be moved elsewhere. Plans to
renovate the Snack Bar will be able to
accommodate putting the Game Room
within it.
"I never use the Game Room because it's kind of out of the way. If it was
in the Snack Bar, I would definitely stop
in during my breaks from classes," said
junior Johnny Martin.
"The- renovation of the Barone
Campus Center has always been on my
top agenda," said FUSA President, Mike
Piagentini. "It's the heart of the campus
and what students use most."

NYU Professor visits
Fairfield

photo: Nick Ouimet
Dr. Alfred Ivry, assoicate professor of Islamic philosophy at New York University, delivered a lecture Tuesday to commemorate the 800th ami i versary of the
death of theAverroes, an Arab/Islamic philosopher of the 12th cenutry.
Averroes, a genius and important Muslim thinker of his time, wrote many
books on law, religion, philosphy. He is also well known forhis comments on
the philosophy of Aristotle.
right when they are being inspected several times within a short period.
Students were advised at the
meeting not to carry open containers of
alcohol in public areas and to avoid behavior that will anger year-round residents, such as swearing if a neighbor has
small children and dropping trash on the

ground.
"It was positive because we had
a good representation of beach students
at the meeting showing that the students
are concerned and are willing to come
together in order to alleviate these problems," said FUSA President Michael
Piagentini.
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To sign or not to sign?
By Christopher D. Stanton
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Many sophomores are facing an
impossible situation, they need to sign
a lease to ensure off-campus housing,
but the school is advising their parents
not to allow them to do so.
"Students should wait until
the housing lottery before they sign a
lease. If students would wait until they
are approved to live off-campus, they
will save themselves the risk of loosing their deposit on a house," said William R Schimpf, vice-president of Student Services.
"Because students are in
competition as to who lives in a nicer
house, they will often sign a lease before they should, creating a self-fulfilling problem. Sophomores will often sign a lease out from under current
residents of houses by paying as much
a much higher rent," Schimpf said.
"By not getting off-campus
housing, problems will often arise, especially the possibility of loosing money.
Its always been a race for housing, and signing a lease may help you, but in many cases
it is not in the students best interest," said
Lucia Corvino, the Vice-president of Town
Relations.
Many students understand the
school's point of view, but in order to be
able to live off-campus, it is a necessity to

sign leases prematurely. If you do not sign
the lease early, you will not be able to live
off-campus," said Greg Morris '01.
Also stated in the letter mailed
home to parents were the restrictions on the
number of residents in one house. The num-

ber of non-related individuals allowed to live
in the Fairfield area is five. The number of
non-related individuals allowed to live in the
beach area is four.
The property defined as the beach
area has created some confusion. This area
is defined as property on both sides of
Fairfield Beach Road, from Roland to Reef
Road and the area along the back of prop-

A house divided
By Megan Loiaconi
STAFF WRITER

On paper, all men are created
equal. But, deep within the inner workings of the Fairfield University StudentAssociation, there exists an invisible dividing line that segregates Cabinet and Senate.
Members of both branches say an
animosity between Senate and Cabinet has
been building up for many years. Cabinet
is made up of about 60 members who report directly to the FUSA President,
Michael Piagentini, '99. Senate consists
of 40 students who report to the Senate
President, Joe Giuliano '99.
"The division comes from feelings from past Senate and FUSA presidents not having a good working relationship. Joe and I are working together to alleviate those problems," said Piagentini.
The tensions exist due to claims
from Cabinet members that Senators do
not work and are not a part of FUSA. Senate looks upon Cabinet members as being
arrogant and overbearing.
"We're working to create more
communication between the two branches
so that hopefully an increased knowledge
of what each other do would increase respect and lessen conflict," says Co-Director of General Committee, Jen Mazzo, '00.

"The relationship between
Cabinet and Senate needs to be improved," said Giuliano. "Without positive working relationship, common
goals cannot be accomplished as successfully."
"This year it seems that Cabinet and Senate have made a more concerted effort to work together under one
branch of FUSA. Through collaborations between Cabinet and Senate on
such important University programs
such as Safe Rides, it seems that both
branches working towards a common
goal of bettering the quality of life for
Fairfield students," said Co-Director of
Athletics and Recreation, Robert
Grimes, '01.
"This year, Senate is trying
and hoping to work more directly with
Cabinet, and that is why they are starting to volunteer at events," said Senator Kelly Brennan, '99. Cabinet has
been making more of an effort to extend invitations to Senate in asking for
help and support major events.
Hopefully these efforts will
aid in bridging the gap between the two
branches of FUSAand move them both
forward as a common force, as they are
meant to be.
"Past presidents haven't given
support or credit to Senate," said
Piagentini, "and this year I'm trying to
make them feel like all three branches
are equal."

Awards
against Ivy

erty on Reef Road to Veterans Parkway.
The reason for the title of the property is
that it is considered to be an ecologically
fragile area. The zoning board made these
regulations and also enforces them, along
with the health department and the Fire
Marshall according to Schimpf.
The number of students allowed
to live off-campus is another important part of the discussion. Every year,
Fairfield plans on 400 students living off-campus, in order to accommodate housing for incoming freshmen.
Last year, every member of the
sophomore class that wanted to live
off-campus was allowed, due to the
record size of the freshmen class and
need for on-campus housing, according to Schimpf.
This year's letter is nothing out
of the ordinary. The letter has been
sent home to parents for years, mainly
to prevent parents from complaining
to student services if the off-campus
deposit is lost and parents must now
pay for on-campus housing, said
Schimpf.
"I feel that the letter that was
mailed home to parents is a step in the
right direction. This will give seniors priority as to where they choose to live.The
beach is in such high demand that juniors
can take housing away from seniors.This
will benefit everyone, seniors will get the
priority they deserve and juniors will not
have the risk of loosing money to off-campus housing," said FUSA president
Michael Piagentini.

Senior Jason LaRue and
sophomore Courtney Darts were
awarded first place out of a field of 70
teams in the 1998 Columbia University
Parliamentary Debate Tournament earlier this month. They tested teams from
Princeton, Harvard, Yale, Williams and
Johns Hopkins en route to being
crowned best overall team at the tournament.
In addition to their team award,
the two students also received individual
awards. Jason LaRue, a politics major,
earned the first place overall speaker
award while Courtney Darts, an English
major, won the second place novice
speaker award.
Winning this prestigious tournament qualifies the two-person team
to attend the 1999 American Parliamentary Debate Association's National
Tournament which will be held at
Fordham University in April, 1999.

Corporate recruiting
By Jen Salfi
CAMPUS LIFE EDITOR
They have them, you want them
and now is the time to get them; they're
jobs and they're coming to a campus near
you.
Businesses today are in heated
competition to recruit
top students from universities to enter their
company as prosperous new blood. The
competition has become so intense that
businesses are offering students higher
salaries and better
benefits and perks.
According to a CNN
report, seniors can expect multiple job offers before Christmas
break.
Recruiting systems are being expanded; the norm of campus career fairs
are no positive information about their
company, offering internship programs,
speaking in classes, giving on-site informative tours of business and blatantly attempting to flatter and impress prospective recruits.
Unfortunately, even with all of
these initial perks, companies are concerned with professionalism of students.
Will they know how to dress? How will

HE

they integrate in the "real world?"Are they
grown up enough to handle the trials and
tribulations of office life?
So, how should college students
undergo interviews? First things first, dress
to impress! It is important to look clean, conservatively, and in accordance with the
company's dress code. Second, show up on
time; it's already better to be early than late.
Keep in mind businessmen
and
women have their
days planned down
to the minute so being a few minutes
late could make you
appear inconsiderate. Third, be informed about the
company. Find out
about the job, its description and what
is entailed, also, gather some information
about the company. Finally, make sure you
enter the interview with a positive manner,
be yourself, and show interest through questions.
Additionally, keep in mind that
competition among college students is on
the rise therefore you should make a visit to
the Career Planning Center a top priority.
Continuously, update your resume
and incorporate your talents and interest to
show your individualism. And finally, be
confident; believe in yourself and your ability.

HIRING
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It's time campus cleans up
By Chris Romano
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Candy wrappers. Chewed up
bubble gum. Coffee cups. These are just a
few of the items that were found in recycling bins during a recent tour of the campus.
The recycling program here at
Fairfield University was established for the
fall semester of 1991.
If there is one word
that characterizes the
recycling program it
is, "frustration," according to Dr. Lisa
Newton, chair of the
Environmental Studies Department.
"Essential to
the attempt of improving recycling is the
fact that it has to be a
campus wide effort,"
said Dr. Newton.
"There needs to be 100
percent cooperation
for a revival of the program to be a success,"
she said.
Around campus, it is rare to find
the large blue recycling containers that resemble garbage cans. A maintenance worker
was recently seen using one of these scarce
bins to empty out garbage from trash receptacles. The only building beside the Barone
Campus Center that visibly displays these
recycling bins is Donnaruma, which has two
located a few feet apart.
One townhouse resident admits
that he usually doesn't recycle cans if it
means placing them one by one in the circular hole in the bin. Maybe that's why Nilda
Almonte '00 believes that "most students

will not give recycling the time of day, they
just don't care."
Students like Brandon Osterhout
'99 recognizes that recycling needs to be improved and even feels that each dorm room
and townhouse needs their own recycling
bin. Dr. Newton encourages students to take
the initiative to make positive changes. She
said that there are some funds available that
could boost publicity and awareness of the
issue.
Other schools
are far ahead of
Fairfield, such as the
University of Michigan, where students
have found a way to recycle cereal boxes and
paper to make notebooks, according to the
Chronicle of Higher
Education. This has
■ • been an effort successful only because students take the time to
carefully put these
items in the specified
containers.
During her last trip to Georgetown
University, Dr. Newton noted that at each
corner there are three different colored recycling bins. Besides areas where there are
dumpsters that only place on campus which
has three different bins in front of such
places as the Rec Plex, the library, and many
of the buildings that house classrooms and
administrative offices.
In a sense, Fairfield University
needs to experience something similar to a
religious conversion in order to be born
again recyclers," said Newton.
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Book bandits
By Matthew Thompson
STAFF WRITER
Four young teenagers are huddled
in the corner of a convenience store. Three
of them are using peer pressure to convince
one of their friends to steal a magazine, a
candy bar, or some other item that they
could just as easily buy.
Many of us can look back at our
lives and remember either witnessing or
being directly involved in a situation like
this. But for some students, the problem
persists here at Fairfield where officials report that shoplifting is a large problem in
the Fairfield University Bookstore.
"I'm not saying that the problem
is any larger than it is anywhere else, but it
is large enough to be concerned about," said
bookstore manager Barbara Farrell.
Despite several measures that have
been taken to prevent thefts, items still turn
up missing quite often.
Farrell receives information
monthly on why shoplifting occurs and how
to prevent it. She said students steal from
the bookstore for three main reasons.
The first reason is that they simply need the item. This is the least common
reason, especially at a school like Fairfield,
where most of the student body can afford
any item they really needed.
The second reason is attitude.
Some students, especially the younger freshmen, may feel the need to participate in
things like shoplifting. These students may
still feel that these acts are cool, or fun, or
they are just easily pressured into them.
"They haven't gotten the picture yet," says
Farrell.
The third reason is "the most
scary" according to Farrell. Some students
feel, that the bookstore overcharges them,
and therefore they deserve to steal even

though the bookstore tries to give the students the best deals possible.
The actual setup of the bookstore
adds to the problem. The arrangement of the
merchandise creates several blind spots for
the store employees, but there is nothing that
can be done to change this setup. The bookstore has a lot of items and not a lot of space
to display them in. "It's logically a nightmare," she said of the space confinements.
The bookstore has a policy that students are not allowed to bring their bookbags
into the store with them. Many students feel
uncomfortable leaving their bags unattended
outside the store and simply ignore this rule.
Curved mirrors that allow employees to see into blind spots also have been
tried. These mirrors turn out to be a double
edged sword. They can be effective for
watching possible shoplifters, but they also
give the shoplifters means to monitor employees at the same time.
Campus security does little to help
with the problem. The bookstore is one of
the places that security patrols during their
walk throughs, but there is really nothing
specific that they have done or can do. "We
haven't targeted the bookstore as one of our
high crime areas," admitted Director of Security Todd Pelazza.
Because its efforts have not been
very effective thus far, the Fairfield Bookstore is ready to make some changes in-this
ongoing battle against shoplifting. A brand
new "point of sale" computer system will
be added this February. The system will be
able to keep track of individual items as they
are stocked and sold. Employees will now
know exactly how many of each item they
should have, and actually do have in stock.
Another possible solution to the
problem is a high tech security system called
KNO-GO, that could possibly be installed

continued pg. 7
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Will HAM continue to cook?
By Courtney Darts
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

"In five...four...three...two...one."
The cameraman focuses his shot as lights
are raised and mikes lowered. In the control booth, the producer studies a bank of
television screens, while the director
moves closer to watch the scene as it begins.
It is a weeknight evening in the
basement of Xavier Hall, and taping is underway for another show at Fairfield
University's student television station, the
HAM Channel. Each week, more than 100
students gather here at different times to
write, produce, direct and film 12 original
shows.
Since its inception three years
ago, the station/which is almost entirely
student run, has doubled in size. The recent addition of a minor in film and television studies has only served to help increase the popularity of the program, according to James Mayzik, S.J., general
manager of the HAM Channel.
'The program has really taken off
within the past couple of years. This year
it's blossomed," said Mayzik, who also
serves as director of the film and television minor.
Many students involved in the
HAM Channel had an interest in television before they came to Fairfield. Often,
they are considering careers in the field
after graduation. "More than ever, kids are
coming here for the program, with an idea
of what they want to do," said Mayzik.
I was interested in television in

high school, so when I came to Fairfield, I
made sure to join the HAM Channel right
away, to see how I liked it," said Corry
LePage, '01, currently head of sports production at the station.
Like many students, LePage carried her extracurricular interest over into
the classroom. As a freshman, she
enrolled in HAM Production, one of
several recently
established
coursed
which supply
the
hands-onexperience so
necessary
to a successful career in television production.
In addition to the time in
class, students spend
much of their time at the station
each week, working to meet show deadlines. The combination of in-class and outof-class involvement in producing the
shows means many additional hours of
work.
"The HAM Channel is a huge
time commitment," said executive producer Casey Timmeny. "I'm there at least
a few hours every day." A senior with a
marketing major and television minor,
Timmeny oversees the executive board
which runs the production of all the
station's shows.

"For a live one-hour show, you're
looking at an hour-and-a-half shooting
time, at the minimum," Timmeny said.
"Taped shows require much more time.
They can stretch over several weeks."
"The actors involved aren't being
paid for their work, so you need to accommodate their schedules. We're lucky
to get four one-hour taped
programs a semester."
LePage added,
Doing any
show
requires a lot
of preparation time,
especially
on
the
part of the
producer.
You have to
decide your
topic, write
out your format, set up the
studio,
choose
shooting angles. The live
shows especially get very chaotic for the
producer, as well as everyone else involved."
Despite all this work, the HAM
Channel is only able to air for a few hours
a night. Some feel the programming should
be expanded. Most of the time, a pink pig,
the symbol of the HAM Channel, is all that
appears on the screen when viewers tune
in.
"Whenever I turn it on during the
day, I only see the logo," said Jeanette
Bilello, '01. "It would be better if they re-

Bookstore theft
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some time after February. This popular
system entails equipping items with special tags that set off an alarm if they pass
by sensors located at the store exits.
Although Farrell calls this system "frightfully expensive," she says the
bookstore employees would be able to
save both extensive time and effort as the
system would relieve store employees
from acting as security guards.
Student body president Michael
Piagentini, who said he was unaware that
there was even a problem, is concerned,
and feels that something should be done
if it means getting the new security system.
Piagentini is also concerned that
this shoplifting reflects a negative attitude
towards Fairfield. "I only hope that the
shoplifting is not being done by a majority of students because the bookstore is a
part of our university," said Piagentini.
The bookstore is ready to catch
and prosecute shoplifters to the fullest extent of the law.

aired previous programs a few times during the day."
Another student, MichaelTortora,
said, "The programming choices usually
are pretty interesting but it's hard to catch
them at night, what with work and other
regular network shows on."
A student who works at the HAM
Channel and asked to remain anonymous
said that budget constraints in part keep the
station from airing continuously. It has
been proposed that instead of showing the
logo all day, the programming schedule for
the evening be aired instead, so that student viewers at least know when shows will
be on.
The station is constantly changing as well, which bodes well for the future. "Every semester, we are expanding
and upgrading our facilities," said Mayzik.
Next spring, the film and television minor
will include a brand new class in broadcast
journalism, taught by Connecticut news anchor Tom Appleby.
Ultimately, the HAM Channel
seems to be fulfilling its primary goal in
preparing its students for careers in broadcasting.
"You do a little bit of everything,"
said Timmeny, who recently completed an
internship for the MSG network. There,
he helped in the production of Liberty
games for the WNBA, as well as the production of several New York Yankees
games.
. Like many students, both
Timmeny and LePage hope to parlay their
training at the HAM Channel into full-time
careers, post-graduation. As LePage said,
"It's the experience that pays off, that gets
you a job in this field. I fee I am being
prepared well."

Student honors
cont. from pg. 6
thirty years, he has worked as a consultant and a lecturer to international business executives, educators, and the banking and automotive industries. Amongst
the many comments made by students,
the following is typical: Dr. Anderson has
unlimited enthusiasm both inside and outside the classroom. He challenges his students, challenges them to look at the
world from a different perspective.
Rev. Gregg Grovenbuig, S.J.
was also nominated by the members of
Alpha Sigma Nu for his commitment to
the Jesuit ideal. Although Fr Gregg has
only been on campus for a little over a
year, he has already made an important
impact on the university community. As
an assistant chaplain at Fairfield University, Fr. Gregg has proved himself to be
an eloquent preacher, a dynamic team
ministry leader and a compassionate
counselor.
Selection for Alpha Sigma Nu
is based on an outstanding academic
record, community involvement, and attainment of leadership roles. Candidates
are chosen by a committee of the previous years inductees in the late Spring.

The next issue of the Mirror will
hit the stands on Friday,
December 4. All submissions due by
Monday, November 30th at 6pm.
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Brave New Whirl
Thanksgiving Day means a great deal
to Fairfield students. For most, it means a
chance to miss some classes and enjoy a meal
that is several notches above the usual served
up at Sodexho.
A week from today most of us will be
sitting elbow to elbow around a plentiful table,
stuffing our faces with no end in sight. While,
this imagery of Thanksgiving is typical to most
of us, for many in the next town over there
will be a drastically different picture next
Thursday evening.
Right in our community many will
never come close to knowing a Thanksgiving
dinner as we do annually. I am probably not
making you aware of anything you don't know
already. The question then becomes why don't
many of us make the effort to do something
about it?
How can we alleviate the situation?
There are accessible answers all around us.
One being the Alpha Sigma Nu.Food Drive.
Donation boxes have been empty in several
locations around campus for the past few
weeks.
Think of it this way: if we make the
conscious effort to fill these boxes with canned
and packaged goods, we are filling another
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by Scott-Allen Pierson

Not all men rape

Student outraged by posters suggesting men are
all rapists
To The Editor:
I am writing in response to Troy
Headrick's controversial signs that
we have all seen up on the walls everywhere on campus. In a Mirror article entitled, "It's time to create new
perceptions," it states that, "one of
the posters that seemed to stir up
emotions reads, 'Men can stop
Rape'. Headrick explains that the
main point to take from this poster
is the concept of men stopping rape
is always an afterthought." First of
all, that sign is very insulting to those
of us men who DO NOT RAPE!
Why on earth is the font for the words
"MEN" and "RAPE" so huge and the
font for the words "can stop" so
small? Is Headrick trying to imply
that ALL men rape? If it is the case
that the concept of stopping rape is
always an afterthought, why in the
name of all that is holy at Fairfield,
does he make the words "can stop"
so tiny then at a glance his poster is
a billboard screaming "MEN
RAPE." That is utter trash. If he
wants men to be "the ones working
to stop it (rape)..." why does he find
the need to verbally bash the whole
male society ? Certainly, he is attack-

ing all males because he didn't say
some men rape, he blatantly says
"men rape." Last time I checked the
dictionary, the word "men" refers to
the whole male society excluding, of
course, those males who are too
young to be called a man.
Headrick furthers by saying that,
"perception is reality" and that,
"...perceptions and stereotypes that
exist in society might not be true in
all cases, but are true enough to create an environment where women do
not feel safe." Well to that I must inquire as to what Mr. Headrick hopes
to accomplish by his stereotypical
proclamations in his signs. He is only
throwing gasoline on the flames of the
stereotype that all men rape. Also, you
may argue that his signs are advertisements for his address he plans to
give on Tuesday, but then why is that
part of the sign written so tiny also.
I have focused on one sign in particular but what about a couple of his
other signs? They are not any better. I
also personally despise the sign that
talks of beer breath, "Big Johnson"
T-shirts, and a guy informing a girl to
have another drink. Does all this
qualify that particular male, that he is
describing in the poster, as a rapist?

The right to park
To the Editor:
As a senior here at Fairfield University, there are many improvements that I can commend the school
for. Within the last three years the
School of Business earned
A. A.C.S.B Accreditation, computers
and kitchens have been installed in
the Loyola dormitory, the rec-plex
has been beautifully renovated, the
library had computers installed, new
couches bought, and the new School
of Business building was purchased
to facilitate learning.
Thus, I am impressed with the
progressive and educational improvements on campus. However, I
am not so enthused with the fact that
Fairfield University students are restricted from parking in the Pepsico
or School of Business parking lots.

I happen to live in Dolan this yean
Dolan is approximately one mile from
the school of business. I have a class
that meets there twice per week.
Waiting for the bus to get to the
School of Business is not very wise,
because it might or might not show
up. We have a very unreliable bus
system and quite a distance to travel
to the School of Business. Fortunately, some students have cars on
campus. However, they are given
tickets for parking in the lots at the
School of Business. How are students
supposed to get to class?
Students willing to see change
please write your name and phone
number on a piece of paper and drop
in campus mail box 1558.
Sincerely,
Bruce Morgan '99

"Gimme a sec while I swoon okay?
You're so transparent." What on
earth is that supposed to mean. If I
read that sign correctly, it implies
that "males, in general, are disgusting and that the females of Fairfield
University would never be attracted
to such gorillas like you! PS. You
are also now dubbed you a rapist."
What the heck!?! How did signs
like these ever get approved to be
posted in the first place? What if I
decided to put up a poster slightly
altered from Headrick's saying,
"you talk to me at a party with your
beer breath, in your skimpy tanktop and 'sex pants' even though the
temperature is below zero outside,
and tell me I should have another
drink. Gimme a sec while I swoon
okay? You're so transparent."
Would that sign imply that I believe
all women who wear such an outfit
are sluts? If you answered 'yes'
then you have just proved my point.
Signs like those are stereotypical
and negative in general.
I do applaud Mr. Headrick's efforts in educating everyone about
rape. I do plan to be in attendance
at his speech. I also agree that rape
is a horrible crime and that most
rapes are perpetuated by males. I
do not agree with his tactics of demeaning the whole male population
of Fairfield with his controversial
signs. Mr. Headrick, I do believe
you need to rethink your advertising programs because it is not helping men realize that there is a problem and that they need to help solve
it. All it is doing is angering a lot
of innocent males and putting men
on the defensive.
Sincerely,
Mark Sheppard '00
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Big Brother is watching Ford Burkhart
By John O'Dea
Co-Commentary Editor
Is it 1984?
Does anyone else feel like they're being watched? Well, you are.
There are cameras on Fairfield campus which monitor everything you do.At
least in the parking lots. These cameras
are there to help prevent auto theft, but
are they really necessary? I do not think
so.
There is a difference between doing
something for our own good and invading peoples' privacy. I do not think that
the cameras as they are now are a concern, but the door that they open is a dangerous one. What happens when the university feels the need for more cameras
to better protect us?
We live in a society where it is possible to record every single thing that ever
happens in your life. We are constantly
being monkored, in shopping malls, at
toll booths, and now in our parking lots.
Where is the line going to be drawn?
Placing a camera in every dorm room
would no doubt eliminate crime, but do
you want one there?
I do not think that these cameras are a

good idea. It may seem unlikely, but what
is to stop the university from placing cameras in front of the dorms to monitor who
comes in or out? Cameras in hallways
could also prevent those pesky members
of the opposite sex from overstaying their
welcome. Maybe I am being a little ridiculous, but it is a possibility.
I don't think that we need those cameras. I do not wish any more work on Security, but the positives of this new sys- ■
tern are greatly outweighed by the negatives. We have the right to privacy, and
we cannot let that right be trampled. I do
not foresee a militant state in our future,
but it is possible for things to get out of
hand. It would be very easy to add a few
more cameras and monitor everywhere.
I am not saying that we shouldn't have
the cameras around just so we can break
the rules. I understand that Many people
think that if we are not doing anything
wrong, then we should have nothing to
worry about. Well, that is just not the case.
I do not want to be monitored, and it is
my right to have some privacy.
It may seem a little ridiculous to think
that we are a few small steps away from
the scene in George Orwell's classic 1984
but the technology is available. We must
make sure that it is never used.

The price of a padded
resume
By Timothy Welsh
Co-Commentary Editor
Growing as the youngest of six children you learn pretty quickly that you are
always fair game for a nasty comment.
Drop a fork; spill some juice, stutter, and
your done. You might as well just prepare yourself for a barrage of smart-assed
jokes. One discovers fairly shortly that
you are much better of doing nothing and
not opening yourself up to attack then you
would be trying to do anything well.
This law of the jungle applies to public life as well, only in a much less obvious way. Rather than having an older
sibling pounce on you for being their
nerdy little brother, exposing oneself to
public criticism is more dangerous to the
psyche. Anyone who takes on a public
role of leader must expect that there will
be times that it will cost them their privacy if their position is relevant to an issue.
For whatever criticism that The Mirror might have gotten, there is no group
of people on this campus who know the
truth about putting oneself up for public
criticism more than the staff of this paper. For all the work that we know goes
into this paper every week we still are
told how bad it is on a regular basis.
Usually by people who have no idea that
we type on 10 year old computers and
who would never have the courage to
write anything themselves. I know for a
fact that my co-editor risks life and limb
for his opinions some weeks. Despite all
of this we subject ourselves to it every
week.

Even though much of the criticism we
might get is unfounded we have no right
to complain about it since we knowingly
stepped into the public eye just by publishing our work. So to do student leaders, public officials, and even coaches
of athletic teams. So to do student leaders, public officials, and .even coaches
of athletic teams. This is just a fact of
life.
Why would anyone willingly allow
himself or herself to be the target for such
attacks? Because of the very real benefits that come with these public roles.
Don't let anyone on this campus fool
you, no one does anything our of pure
altruism. Any person who would write
on a resume that they were the president
of a club, a student volunteer, or the editor of a paper is getting a benefit from
allowing such criticism. I do it, every
member of FUSA does it, and to think
otherwise would be foolish.
It is any surprise then that "student
leaders" and those who are considered
"involved" in their campus are usually
the first ones pegged for special awards,
opportunities, or more importantly, jobs?
No, it is not and nor should it be. I respect anyone who throws their hat in the
ring but there are pros and cons to any
job, a volunteer one is no different.
I brought this fact up a few years ago,
on this page, in relation to people who
do community service. I received some
flak then and I will probably receive
some more now, but the truth remains
the same. If you would be willing to
reap the benefits of a position then you
should be willing to take on all aspects
of that position, even the negative ones.

sends powerful message:
NY Times editor
speaks to students
By Glen Coffin
Contributing Writer
A select few of Fairfield students were
lucky enough to hear a lecture from Ford
Burkhart, a distinguished editor of the New
York Times.
Mr. Burkhart applied for the job of foreign editor in 1964, but not get the job until
1996. What I found to be most inspiring
about his lecture was his drive to succeed
in his field. He believes that it is very important to never let go of your dreams and
that it is very important to keep trying until you do succeed.
Not only did he educate us in the workings of the New York Times itself, he gave
us little insights into his life as an editor
How he often discusses things in the news
with other editors and reporters.
He has a lot of passion for the newspaper, and a lot of respect for those who do
the reporting internationally. "The journalists who work around the world are bringing about awareness and understanding.
They are not he judge and the jury, they
are just reporting," he said. The last half
of this quote invoked a small bit of emotion in his voice, for he next told us that as
many as 400 journalists are killed each
year in hostile countries all over the world.
Mr. Burkhart has a lot of knowledge of
world affairs and was able to answer many
questions in regards to politics and international relations. His position allows him
to.see first hand information that could be
very important if not historic news. Such
as the Wye Accords, which are the most
recent in Middle East treaties negotiated
by the U.S. government.
He also told us of the level of independence that the Times reporters had. "Aforeign correspondent defines the world in
his or her own independent basis," he said
while discussing the views of his reporters. American newspapers, unlike those in
many other countries, have complete independence from the government. Countries such as the former Soviet Union had
to get their political and social points of
view from the government itself.
This man offered us a very insightful
talk that ranged from politics and the role
of the New York Times in our society. I
was very interested in his speech and even
had the opportunity to talk to him about
some political issues that I was working
on in another class.
Mr. Burkhart closed his lecture by talking about who he thought was the greatest
journalist of the twentieth century. A man
who uncovered the truth not from leaked
secrets but from public government documents. That man was I.F. Stone. This man
lived by one philosophy. "Every government is run by liars and nothing they say
should be believed." Ironically, this man
who is supposed to be the greatest journalist of our century, had never been heard
of by almost all of the audience.

Submissions due by 6:00 PM
Sunday in Box AA or at The
Mirror Office

Question
of
the week:
What do
you think
about
the
c am era s
monitoring
the parking
lots on campus?
Are they
necesssary
for the security of our
campus? Or
are they an
invasion of
ourprivacy?
Let your
voice
be
heard.

Submisions
due Sunday
by 6:00 pm in
boxAA or the
Mirror office.
As usual
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Dean offers insight into injustice
To the Editor:
Last week I received the following letter
from a young friend in El Salvador It is
particularly poignant for me because it is
reminiscent of the letters I used to get
from Jean Donovan, before she was brutally killed 18 years ago. I share the letter with you as I believe each of us needs
reminders of the preciousness of life. We
also need help in contextualizing our discomforts and understanding the burdens
of others. Should you wish to contact the
author via e-mail or letter, please let me
know, and I will forward the address to
you.
Sincerely.
Gwen Vendley
Dean of Students
" On the subject of the war, December 2
will mark the 18th anniversary of the murders of the four churchwomen working
here in El Salvador. You may have heard
the news that they released three of the
guardsmen arrested in that case. The publicity arose because, for the first time, the

guardsmen confessed that they had acted
on "orders from above." A General and
Colonel, named in the 1992 United Nations Truth Commission Report for giving the orders to have these women killed
and for assisting in the cover-up, are currently retired and one is living comfortably in Miami with United States residency.
There is an amnesty law there
in El Salvador which legitimizes impunity. It protects the authors of these horrific crimes and allows those beneath
them to be punished. The Maryknoll
Mission community her has decided to
take up the fight against impunity and to
work for justice.
We are not asking for these authors to be prosecuted. We just want the
truth to be told. We believe that the
70,000 victims of these crimes, and their
families, deserve the right to the truth.
We have put together a leaflet with the
facts about impunity, and we hope to start
a campaign of awareness in the parishes.

Do you want to make more money ?
Sure, we all do!
Why not become a typist for the Mirror?
Convenient, fun-filled, fastpaced environment..
Flexible hours on Sun, Mon, & Tues.
And....$7 per hour!
Who could ask for anything more?
Call x2533 NOW!!!
1999 STVWNT 5VMA\ff ON WVEMCTY
"With my fist I rive a hole in the wall"- Gloria Anzaldua
Fairfield University, February 1999

A Call For Proposals
Over the course of the last six months, a group of interested Fairfield University students have been organizing
and planning a regional, student-focused summit on diversity. This summit is planned for February 20, 1999 at Fairfield
University, in Fairfield, Connecticut. In order to make this event both successful and enriching, we are attempting to
enlist the support of as many students and interested parties as possible. It is for this reason that I COM tact

you and your campus.
Some major questions that need to be addressed in the planning of this event are: What do you mean by
diversity? and What kind of summit will this be? In essence, what are we looking for and what are we hoping for? In
setting up a conference of this sort, we are looking to allow studentsjand faculty) to make a presentation of some sort on
the impact and meaning of living in a diverse world; that is, a world of diverse races, sexes, classes, lifestyles, experiences
and worldviews.
This CUll is meant to better demonstrate what we are anticipating in terms of format and content of a
presentation. We hope that this clears things up and compels you to participate.
Format of a Presentation:
A presentation can take any of the following forms, depending on the wishes of the presenting student:
Round table disCUSSiolt where the presenting student leads a discussion on a particular topic.
-

A Performance where a presenting student reads poetry, a short story, a dramatization, or sings.
A Ctuh'tllic Presentation in which a student feels that he or she can best present their point in the
context of a theoretical argument framework.
Multimedia presentation where videos are presented, web pages displayed, or other electronic
equipment are incorporated.

Content of a Presentation:
The following are some topics that we would like to see, as well as suggested topics for possible presentations.
Sheffv. O'Neill It is our goal to put together a panel of high school and college students in
Connecticut to speak about the Sheffv. O'Neill case.
White Privilege Possible presentations can focus on the white perspective in a particular environment.
E.g. What is it like to be a white student at a predominately white university?
ClaSS ISSUeS How does the economic class of your family impact on your educational experience?
Turning Points What major events represent turning points in how you understand diversity?

Segregation on Campus
Homophobia The impact of Straight/Gay Alliances? Violence against homosexuals?
We have established a deadline of December 31. I99S for submission of project proposals. Project proposals should be
only one page in length. They should describe the presentation, the materials needed (i.e. microphones, video equipment,
etc), and provide (he names of the presenters.
Proposals can be submitted via email or regular mail to the following:
Email: 9 Mfran/«i Kairl.Fairficld.edu

Mail: Student Summit on Diversity

Fairfield University, Box U
Fairfield, CT 06430
Questions or concents can be addressed to either Michael Franz or Brian Mello who can be reached at the email address
listed above, or by phone at (203)254-4000 cxt. 3868.

When we asked the Arch Bishop of San Salvador to endorse it, he wouldn't.
So you see, religion and politics are
not separate here. Even though we are simply
seeking the truth and we have no affiliation with
either the ARENA party nor the FMLN, this
will be seen as a political act. It is always so
complicated, and I get overwhelms by the greed,
the ruthlessness, and corruption of those in
power. I was REALLY naive before I came
down here, and still don't understand the intricacies of politics. But, what I can tell you is
that there is absolutely NO JUSTICE SYSTEM
here. To say that this country is a democracy is
an absolute lie. It starts with the men and the
women in the police force who do not uphold
the law nor defend innocent people against
threats of violence.
I am not just talking off the top of my
head. Right here in San Ramon, our neighbor
Joe was shot in the leg by am armed guard when
he attempted to gather firewood on the land of
a coffee plantation. His leg had to be amputated. All for about 50 cents of firewood, this
former construction worker, and father of four

young children, was left unable to walk
or provide for his family.
We took up his cause and hired
a lawyer to at least fight for his medical
expenses and the cost of a prosthesis.
He started receiving threats against his
family and went to the police for help.
They told him that there was no way they
would defend or help him, for the guard
who shot him was a friend of theirs, and
they are also friendly with the owner of
the plantation.
Well, so much for the justice
system if you cannot even depend on
local police for protection. The honest
police who actually do try to change the
system end up dead or fleeing for their
lives. And let them tell you, the corruption only escalates as you go higher up
the ranks. All institution are involved.
It is not a pretty picture."

TELEMARKETING
REPRESENTATIVE
The Connecticut Post
This position promotes the Connecticut Post to new subscribers as
well as existing subscribers. If you
have good communication skills &
a desire to meet sales goals, then
the Connecticut Post has a position
for you!
Previous experience is preferred but
not necessary. Openings available
in the morning shift 10am to 3pm
and evening shift 5pm to 9pm, plus
two Saturdays per month are required.
Call 330-6375 to Schedule an interview.
We offer complete training and a
pleasant working
environment. $8 per hour + commission!
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Arts & Entertainment
Movie Review

"I Still Know " still thrills
Limited plot doesn't kill second helping
By Eileen Murray
STAFF WRITER

"I Still Know What You
Did Last Summer'*
Starring Jennifer Love
Hewitt, Freddy Prinze Jr.,
Brandy, Mekhi Phifer
Grade:B
Even though I knew that it was
going to be just another scary movie with
loud startling noises and people sneaking
up behind one another where the end goal
is to kill everybody off in the most gruesome of ways, I still went to see it. Director, Danny Cameron's sequel, "I Still Know
What You Did Last Summer" hit movie
theaters on Friday with a bang, sucking
horror-movie-junkies into its sinister web
of murders and madness.
If you have not seen its predecessor, "I Know What You Did Last Summer,"
let me catch you up. In the beginning we
met the main character, Julie James, played
by Jennifer Love Hewitt. Basically, she
and her boyfriend Ray and two other of her
friends were driving late at night after a
party down a very sloping and curvy road
when they accidentally hit a man walking.
The four were extremely shocked and
scared.
After several minutes of debates,
they assumed he was dead and decided to
throw the body in the water for fear of getting in trouble with the law. Despite the
fact that Hewitt's character did not agree
on the decision, they all made a pact to
never tell anyone of the incident.
Some time later after the accident,
the main character, Julie, got a mysterious
letter in the mail that said, "I know what
you did last summer." After that, the movie
turned into a series of murders and the
group of friends eventually figured out that

Restaurant Review

the person was not dead when they
threw him in the water that night. The
man came back with a hook and proceeded to kill mostly everyone off. In
the end, Julie had survived and apparently so did the man with the hook.
Which brings me to my current
topic. The sequel is much the same as
the first with the exception that it takes
place primarily on an island in the Bahamas called Tower Bay. The star of
the first movie, Hewitt, is back again
playing her old self, Julie James. This
time, however, she is hanging with a new
crew. The famed singer Brandy, obviously has a lot more to her than just an
incredible voice. The girl can really act,
too, and she looks great in tight revealing clothes (which is what she is wearing throughout the whole movie).
Hewitt also finds herself
caught in the middle of a heavy rainstorm with nothing but a see through
white button-down on hand. Now I
know I just got at least half of the human population to go see the film.
Anyway, it appears that Julie
still has the hots for the same old guy,

piracy

from hollywoodonlinc.com
Jennifer Love Hewitt and Brandy

Ray. Now, however,
she has moved away
from her home town
and is attending
school and hanging
out with her best
friend Karla Wilson,
played by Brandy.
Wilson wins a getaway trip from a radio
station by naming the
capital of Brazil.
Guessing right, she
from hoIlywoodonline.com
Freddy Prinze, Jr. as Ray
wins four tickets to the
Bahamas for herself and her boyfriend
Willis used to work at the hotel many
Tyrell and Julie and a new boy that has a
years ago and killed his wife in the same
crush on her named Will.
honeymoon sweet that James and the ailThe four escape to the tropical
too geeky guy with the crush-Will, are
island in the hopes of relaxing in the sun
staying in now. The bell man said that he
but find that it is the off-season there and
left the island some time ago and now he
it is extremely stormy and dark out. As a
has returned.
result, the island is barren with the excepIn the end, well, okay I will let
tion of a crass bartender named Nancy
you see for yourself, but I will give you a
who looks like she has gotten too many
couple of hints to work with. It has somequick fake bakes and really likes makeup,
thing to do with the way-too-nice-dorky
a rude hotel manager, a maid who only
guy named Wil with the big crush on Julie.
has about two lines, a weird voodoo bell
He is a little too nice. Also, I know that
man, the boat docker, and a fat stoner who
we left good old Ray behind in the states,
grows weed in his room and really needs
but he knows Julie's number and how to
a shower.
reach her on the island.
From then on it is a repeat of the
I thought the movie was profirst one where Julie is constantly peering
duced well with excellent music, lighting
over her back and waking up to horrible
and effects. There is one scene in a bar in
nightmares that involve the mysterious
the very early on which is amazing. That
man with the hook. One by on the stalker
scene alone describes much of the movie.
from the last movie, Ben Willis, kills evIt was loud and fast paced with a strobe
eryone on the island (how convenient that
light so everyone looked scary and weird.
there are so few or the audience would
The movie does not have that inhave to bring sleeping bags to stay in the
teresting of a plot, however Basically,
theater over night).
just like the first one, the man with the
Also, just like last time, all her
hook is on a mission to kill everyone.
friends think that she is crazy as she speaks
That's it. If you liked the first one you
of dead bodies that just keep popping up.
will definitely like the second. They are
I might think that she is crazy, too. Nonepretty much the same except this one has
theless, Brandy and the gang are finally
a bit of a tropical twist.
convinced when they themselves find a
pair of bloodied bodies laying around.
Later, the voodoo bell man works
his magic but he still dies. Before he goes,
however, he explains that the killer, Ben

The Steffano's Solution

Check out this Restaurant-Pizzeria for a good meal
By Sara Pangrazio
STAFF WRITER
It's Thursday night and you have
plans to go out to dinner with your best
friend. The problem is, you can't decide
where to eat. You feel like Italian; she wants
American. So what do you do? I have just
the place to please the both of you!
Steffano's Restaurant-Pizzeria is
located at 525 Tunxis Hill cutoff in
Fairfield.
This great eatery specializes in
both Italian and American cuisine. The
wide selection on the menu and the daily
specials are guaranteed to satisfy everyone
at the table.

To start off your meal they offer a great selection of delectable appetizers, salads and soups. The huge menu
includes seafood, chicken, veal and beef
entrees. In addition to these items, they
have a variety of very tasty pasta dishes,
gourmet pizzas, cal zones, and grindersboth hot and cold.
If you happen to pop in for
lunch they have buigers and sandwiches,
just as any diner would.
All meals are made to order for
the customer's convenience, and I assure
you they are very quick with service.
They have beer and wine for adults and
a special kids menu for the young members of the party. They consider everyone at the table.

The prices of appetizers fall between $3-$6, and pasta specials from $7$9. Price ranges for main entrees are quite
affordable, the most expensive priced at
around $14, and includes your choice of
salad or small pasta dish. Non-Alcoholic
beverages are quite large and very cheap.
You definitely get what you pay for
Steffano's also caters if you
should decide to host the dinner party in
your own home. They offer takeout orders to those customer's who feel like staying in for dinner.
You should know, however, that
the atmosphere at Steffano's is as comfortable as your own kitchen or dining
room. Despite its small size, it is quite
open and airy. The tables are covered with

pretty table clothes and flowers. There
are also booths, if you should prefer, that
help give Steffano's its casual appearance.
Steffano's welcomes parties of
all kinds and sizes. This great place
doubles as a family restaurant or an informal date place. I wouldn't recommend
Steffano's as a first date place though, it
is much to loud and casual for romance.
It is a perfect dining destination for a
quick- yet satisfying meal before catching the latest flick at the theatre.
So the next time you and your
dining companion are having trouble deciding where to eat, try Steffano's...where
there is sure to be something for everyone!
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Video Review

Box office blunder, good rental:
66

Suicide Kings" finds re-birth on video

By Terence McCarron
A&E EDITOR

"Suicide Kings"
Starring Christopher
Walken, Denis Leary, Jay
Mohr, Henry Thomas, Sean
Patrick Flannery
Directed by Peter O'Fallon
Grade: B
Your sister gets kidnapped and you
need $2 million to get her back. What do
you do?
For five twenty-something children of millionaires, the answer is simple:
kidnap a notorious Mafia don and force
him to help you.
Thus, the groudwork is laid for Peter
O' Fallon's movie directional debut "Suicide Kings". Five childhood buddies find
themselves
wrapped up
in a deadly
mess when
they desperately try to
find Lisa,
sister
of
A v e r y
(Henry Thomas
of
"Legends of
the Fall" and
"E.T.") and
fiance of Max (Sean Patrick Flannery of
"Powder"). The plan to kidnap Charlie
Barrett, aka Carlo Bartolucci ( Christo-

Top 10 Movies
l.'TheWaterboy"
(Buena Vista)
2. "The Siege"
(FOX)
3. "Pleasantville"
(New Line)
4. "Antz"
(Dreamworks)
5. "The Wizard of Oz"
(Warners)
6. "Living Out Loud"
(New Line)
7. "Practical Magic"
(Warners)
8. "John Carpenter's
Vampires"
(Sony)
9. "Belly"
(Artisan)
10. "Rush Hour"
(New Line)
source: Hollywood Online
week ending Nov. 15

pher Walken of "Pulp Fiction" and "Things
to Do in Denver When You're Dead") in order to find the girl was perfect on paper However, they did not consider all the angles.
Charlie soon finds out that the people behind
the disappearance of Lisa are connected to
someone inside the circle of friends. Let the
games begin.
"Suicide Kings" admittedly did not fare
so well in the box office in its brief stint in
the theaters. However, this movie does a fantastic job with plot twists and complications.
It combines humor, suspense, and mobster
antics to create a unique product that is worth
the second chance. Just when you think you
know it all, you are just beginning to understand. No one can be ruled out in this story
of intrigue and deception and, ultimately, potential death.
The plot unravels with Charlie, who
swears to be out of the crime business, making a call to his lawyer to track down the girl.
After only a short time, Charlie proves that
he isn't quite out of the business yet. Hitman
Lono Vecchio, played by hilarious Dennis
Leary (of "The Ref' and "Two if by Sea"),
starts the search
and he does not
fail. He even
overcomes his
neuroticism
about his stingray
boots and does
the job Charlie
wants.
"Suicide
Kings" is a suspensefilled
character study
with unexpected
results. "Kings"
does not defeat itself by pretending five disorganized spoiled brats could duke a sea-

soned mobster like Charlie. Instead,
Charlie stays in control the whole time
even when he is tied to a chair in whiny
Ira's (Johnny Galecki of "I Know What
You Did Last Summer") mansion. He

maintains his cool and composure even
when his captors can't agree on
whether or not he can have a drink. He
plays cards with them and uses his
shrewdness to figure out what the truth
behind the whole situation is. All the
while, he declares his own innocence
and threatens severe consequences for
the actions of the young men.
O'Fallon, a veteran director ofTV
such as "Party of Five", skillfully
handles the character development as
it grows from complete unity to general mistrust, Each does not know what
the other could be hiding. Controlling
Brett (Jay Mohr of "Jerry Maguire")
would never be in debt enough to try a
stunt like this. Would he?TK. (Jeremy
Sisto of "Clueless") has plans for Med

Gonzaga to show
two top flicks
By Kuylin Curran
ASSISTANT A & E EDITOR
The summer blockbuster hit "Armageddon", starring Bruce Willis ("Die Hard",
"Fifth Element"), Ben Affleck ("Good Will
Hunting", "Chasing Amy") and Liv Tyler
("Empire Records", "That Thing You Do"),
will be the featured film in the GonzagaAuditorium film series from November 20-22.
"Armageddon" is the story of a misfit group of oil drillers sent into space to stop
an asteroid from destroying the planet. Willis
and his crew must blow up an earth-threatening asteroid from the inside.
Willis and his supporting cast brings
this far fetched storyline to life. The film
features astounding special affects and combines the elements of suspense, comedy, romance and adventure. Willis makes the film
come alive with his sarcastic humor
The movie is directed by Michael
Bay and written by Jonathon Hensleigh and
Robert Roy Pool. Affleck and Willis play
off each other so well you sometimes foiget
its only a movie. The chemistry between
Affleck and Tyler is undeniable. "Armageddon" also has one of the best supporting casts
a movie ever has featured. Cast members
include Steve Buscemi ("Reservoir Dogs"),
Billy Bob Thornton ("Sling Blade"), Will
Patton and William Fichtner.
If you haven't seen "Armageddon"

yet then you should stop by Gonzaga
this weekend. This film was well worth
the $7.75 in the movie theaters, so for
a dollar how can you go wrong? The
movie was released on video November 13 and is now being sold in stores.
"Armageddon" was not only
a blockbuster movie hit but its
soundtrack found its way on the top of
the music charts. The soundtrack features Aerosmith's hit song "I Don't
Want to Miss a Thing".
Then, the movie series ushers
in "Saving Private Ryan." Tom Hanks
stars in this fantastically real World War
II. Steven Spielberg scored again with
this epic story of one group's quest to
save the last surviving son of the Ryan
family from death in the war.
The movie brilliantly presents
both sides of the then controversial issue. As Edward Burns' character put
it, " My parents will cry too if I die.
Why should we risk our lives to save
this asshole?"
Be warned. This movie depicts some extremely graphic war
scenes. In fact, this movie has had the
most realistic war recreations in cinematic history.
This film also stars Matt
Damon and Tom Sizemore. Go see
two excellent films to Gonzaga over the
next few weeks. The price is right.

School. What would he have to gain from
this? Ira is a wimp. Avery is Lisa's brother.
Max is her fiance. Each friend is suspicious of the others while Charlie slowly

pieces it all together.
With a young and upcoming cast, it is
hard to reason why this movie did not succeed in the theaters. It has 11 the makings
of a winner and it even has the scariest
guy in the movies, Christopher Walken.
If you are into Mafia-type movies, you'll
love this. If you loved the suspense of the
whodunit genre like "Seven", watch this.
If you like Dennis Leary, rent this: this is
Leary at his quintessential best.
Although this is not the best movie in
any of those categories and it might not
compare with "Seven". This rental is one
you might just enjoy. Take it for what it is
worth, a nice movie. After all, if you ever
find yourself in a house with your friends
and a tied up Mafia capo, you will know
better what to do. For only $3.50.

Top 10 Tape
Rentals
1. Hope Floats, Sandra Bullock (Fox)
2. Deep Impact, Morgan
Freeman (Paramount)
3. A Perfect Murder,
Michael Douglas (Warner
Bros.)
4. The X-Files, Gillian
Anderson (Fox)
5. Species II, Natasha
Henstridge (MGM)
6. "City of Angels", Meg
Ryan (Warner Bros.)
7. Mercury Rising, Bruce
Willis (Universal)
8. Black Dog, Patrick
Swayze (Universal)
9. Lost in Space, William
Hurt (New Line)
10. The Big Hit, Mark
Wahlberg
(Columbia
TriStar)
week ending November 2
source: Entertainment
Weekly Online
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Find your Felicity fix
WB's new show is addictive
By Terence McCarron
A&E EDITOR
&
Trina Richardi
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Prime-time dramas are more
than habit for college students. They are
obsessions, inexplicable addictions that
we must satisfy with our one-hour fixes
every single week. Put rehab on hold.
Tuesday nights at 9pm (after "Buffy the
Vampire Slayer"), WB-11 has another
rousing success to complement
Wednesday's "Dawson's Creek". Allow
us to introduce you to "Felicity".
"Felicity," the show, is a college
drama that takes place in New York. Felicity, the title student, begins every show
by narrating an update of her life onto a
cassette tape for her best friend from
home, Sally (voice of Janeane Garofalo)
Felicity Porter lives in a dorm room complete with a crazy roommate and no refrigerator.
Felicity's first acquaintanceturned-friend, Julie (Amy Jo Johnson),
almost was her first enemy after hooking with Felicity's high school infatuation, Ben. Ben (Scott Speedman), a high
school track star who promptly got cut
in New York, turned out not to be the
flawless Adonis that Felicity thought he
was. This show even has the mandatory
RA (Scott Foley).
What makes Felicity so good is
the truthfulness in the characters. It is a

refreshing alternative to the glamorous
Utopian 90210 syndrome that has plagued
nighttime television for so many years.
There is something engaging, even 3 dimensional to the characters. We all know
a Felicity, played by natural Keri Russell
(from one of Aaron Spelling's few failures

Felicity is an honest, naive, neurotic yet headstrong college freshman who
is away from home for the first time. She
is the complete antithesis of the TiffaniAmber Theissens and Heather Locklears
in prime-time. Felicity does not show
cleavage or wear hugging pants or high
revealing skirts. Rather, she dresses in

Keri Russell, the title star of WB's new hit "Felicity."
"Malibu Shores"). We all know a guy like
Zack, who washed reds with white and
now is called "pink guy."

conservative preppy garb. Russell's character is appealing in a conventional, real
life sort of way. She even went against

her parent's wishes and impulsively followed a high school crush to New York
instead of going to Stanford. Hell, Brandon Walsh's crew couldn't even get out
of Beverly Hills.
WB's new success opens up the
mind of its characters to the audience and
shows the insecurities that we all have but
never seem to surface in our favorite TV
roles. Felicity is even socially awkward.
Noel (rhymes with Hole), the RA, is helplessly smitten with his freshman resident.
He struggles with the boundaries between
friendship and relationship.
The show comes through with
comic relief by perfectly capturing the social awkwardness that accompanies the
transition to college. For instance, after
Felicity and Ben were robbed at gunpoint,
Noel tried to relate by oifering, "Ahomeless guy pushed me over once. Yeah, it
ruined my birthday cake. I was 12. It was
so weird."
Felicity adds a refreshing change
of pace to prime-time in another respect.
She shatters the beauty over brains stereotype that so pervades TV. Felicity is
very intelligent, and perhaps over-analytical. She does not sacrifice any of it for
the sake of flightiness.
The authenticity is so very attractive here. From the first alcohol-induced vomiting session to frustrating trips
to financial aid to part-time jobs at a coffee shop, all aspects of college reality
seem to be there. In the age of breast augmentation and rampant sex on TV, a little
substance never hurt anyone, especially
in prime-time. Kudos to WB. "Felicity"
is an A!

TOAD'S PLACE

Tutors Needed *

TOAD'S PLACE - A New Haven Landmark in the heart of Yale
300 YORK STREET, NEW HAVEN, CT 06511

The Peer Tutorial Program is in need of tutors in the
following subject areas:

Accounting
Chemistry

(all

levels)

(Inorganic and

Organic)

Economics (Micro and Macro)
Italian

(all

levels)

Math 17 (Intro to Statistics)
Physics of Life Health Science I
Spanish

(all

levels)

Although we have received the most requests for tutors in these
subjects we are always looking for tutors in nil subject areas.

Please come to Dolan 214. Student Support Services, for more
information or call lilizabeth Slimmon at x2615. Tutors must have a
quality point average of at least 3.0 and a recommendation from a
professor.

These are paid positions.

NOV. 13

624-TOAD (8623)

[RICKY + Whale + Dj Dave the Wave

Nov. 15

SWING NIGHT: Eight to the Bar

NOV. 16

MEN AT W0RK + Sweeter Than Wine + Prezens

N0V 17

TH E ITALS + Holy Smoke + Sneaky Pete

NOV.

19

All Star Jazz Tribute for: Eddie Buster

NOV. 20
NOV. 22

Ulitimate KISS Tribute: LOVE GUN
SWING NIGHT: Gary & The Moodswingers

NOV. 23

Reggae Supastar: BERES HAMMOND

NOV. 24

DUDE OF LIFE + Dirty Sanchez

NOV. 27

NRBQ + Big Bad Johns + The Bandidos

NOV. 29

SICK OF IT ALL + Ensign + Shutdown

DEC. 4

SHAKEDOWN + Union Groove + Giggle Juice

DEC. 5

BUDDY GUY+Wes Cunningham "early show

DEC. 8
DEC. 11
DEC. 13
DEC. 18
DEC. 20
DEC. 29
DEC. 31
JAN. 8
JAN. 14

MORBID ANGEL + Scapegoat + Evilution
RIDERS ON THE STORM + Moll's Altar - Missing Joe t Honkey Toast EVERY SATURDAY:
MADBALL & TURMOIL
THE ORIGINAL
JOHN VALBY XXX-MAS SHOW
SATURDAY NIGHT
MARION MEADOWS X-MAS SHOW
DANCE PARTY.
MIGHTY PURPLE
EVERY WEDNESDAY:
NEW YEAR'S EVE EXTRAVAGANZA
DANCE PARTY FREE
OPUS' B-DAY BASH: GARGANTUA SOUL
ADM. COLLEGE I.D.
D.R.I.
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Blue Devils too much for Stags
Duke lives up to its top ranking in AP Poll, drops Fairfield to 0- 7
By Paul Pennelli
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
It is said that a basketball team can
only become the best if it beats the best. On
Saturday night, Fairfield tried to do just that,
beginning its basketball season in the toughest way imaginable. In the heart of North
Carolina, #1 Duke took on the Stags in the
wildest arena in America: Cameron Indoor
Stadium.
First-year head coachTim O'Toole
(Fairfield '87) had his team mentally and
physically prepared for this contest, but
Duke's depth would eventually wear
Fairfield down. The final score, 98-66, was
not indicative of the fight that Stags gave
the Blue Devils, nor the will that Fairfield
required to withstand the Duke fans, widely
recognized as the craziest in college basketball.
From the opening whistle, it was
apparent that the Stags were not going to
lay down against Duke. Fairfield freshman
Jermaine Clark introduced himself to the
NCAA by nailing a three pointer to open
the game.
Tenacious defense and liberal fouling by Fairfield confused the Duke offense
for the first fifteen minutes of the game. The
Blue Devils, on the other hand, were not
performing as well defensively as they
would have liked. Fairfield was able to get
scoring from junior Andy Buzbee, who had
a team high of 16, and from Didier Boucard,
who chipped in with 11. Clark made a
splash in his first game as a Stag, netting 12
points.
There are certain players at the collegiate level today who exude greatness.

Fairfield would learn quickly that Duke has staggering problem for Fairfield that at
one in Elton Brand. Brand, the Blue Dev- game's end, Duke had hit a school record
ils'center, is argu42
free
ably the best
throws. It
player in NCAA,
was these
and the Stags,
free throws
simply put, could
that proved
not stop him. In
to
be
Fairfield's
the paint, Brand
was dominant,
undoing.
grabbing a career
I
f
high 15 rebounds.
Duke's talIn addition to his
ent level
impressive rewasn't
bounding total,
enough to
Brand led the
overcome,
Blue Devils in
t
h
e
scoring with 20.
Cameron
Beyond
crowd was
less than
Brand, Duke is
hardly devoid of
sympathetic
starts. William
t
o
Avery and Trajan
Fairfield's
Langdon aided
cause.
Cameron
the Duke cause
with 15 points
was on top
each. Not to be
of its game;
outdone by his
all of the
Fairfield equivafans'
relent, Duke freshhearsed traPhoto: Sports Info
man
Corey
ditions were
Darren
Phillip,
pictured
here
against
Canisius, should in use, and
Maggette made a
be a key to the Stags attack
stellar debut with
there ap17 points.
peared to be
Eventually, Duke began to wear no empty seats. The Duke student body did
the Stags down. Fairfield resorted to foul- not appear happy to see one of its own reing, which slowed the potent Duke offense, turn to Cameron; O'Toole was recently an
but led to more problems later in the game. assistant under legendary Duke coach Mike
Kyle Commodore and Buzbee both made Krzyzewski. A lesser team would have been
early exits, as they were both charged with intimidated by the deafening noise level and
five fouls each. Personal fouls were such a harse jeers from the crowd. The Stags, how-

Hockey still frozen at zero wins r
r
By Rory Murray
STAFF WRITER

riod and continued to control the game
same but
trailed 2-1 after two periods.
When the Stags came to the dressing
room
after the second period, several
Fairfield matched up against the
players
complalined
of dizziness. Junior
top two teams in the MAAC, Holy Cross
and Quinnipiac, and they prevented the Rock Dudek said, "It was a strange felling,
Stags from recording their first game of the I felt dizzy and sick." Sophomore Mike
Cavallo added, "The smell in the rink was
year.
The icemen had an interesting awful."
The players were not mistaken as
weekend against rival Quinnipiac on Nothe
smell
coming from the rink was from a
vember 6th and 7th. The Stags opened up
carbon
monoxide
leak from the zamboni
the two-game weekend series at Quinnipiac
machine
that
cleans
the ice surface between
bowing to the
periods. An
Braves 5-1.
employee at
Rob Curtis
The Wonderand
land of Ice
goaltender
forgot to turn
John True
on
the arena's
were
the
exhaust
fans,
bright spots
thus
causing
for the squad
the smell. The
in this exStags
best eft re me 1 y
fort of the year
physical
was cancelled
game. Curtis
after two periscored the
ods,
as several
lone goal for Dcspitc being winless this season, John True has been solid in net.
players from
Fairfield as
he broke through the Quinnipiac defense and both teams were taken to the hospital for
scored on the power play. True was spec- oxygen.
The Red and Black then took on
tacular in the net, as he stopped several
Holy
Cross
at home on November 13th.
Barave breakaway opportunities and tallied
They
played
a great first period and trailed
42 saves,.
1-0
before
dropping
by a score 7-0. CapOn November 7th, the Stags had a
tain
Rob
Curtis
said
about
the team, "We' ve
night they will never forget. After an inproved
we
can
play
with
these teams, but
tense team meeting before the game, the
we
just
need
to
put
three
consistent
periods
icemen knew they had to turn things around.
together."
The Stags flew out of the gates and showed
Holy Cross scored seven goals
flashes of brilliance in the first period. They
once
again
on Saturday on their home ice,
controlled play and took the lead when Rob
as
the
Stags
managed only 2 goals. John
Curtis scored on a pass from Bill Coughlin.
True
was
solid
again in the net stopping 36
The Stags took the ice for the second peCrusader shots.

ever, did not appear affected by college
basketball's greatest "Sixth Man."
Though Duke won this contest by
over 30 points, Fairfield put in a performance that it can be proud of. The Stags
committed less turnovers than the Blue Devils did, hit more three-pointers, and most
importantly, scored more field goals. Had
the Stags been able to contain Duke offensively without fouling so often, the outcome
of this game could have been different.
Regardless of the score, Duke vs.
Fairfield was a tremendous step for the
Fairfield program. The Stags played their
1998 opener in the toughest arena in the
country, against the best team in the college
ranks. O'Toole's first performance as
Fairfield head coach will leave a lasting
impression on the program, as he was able
to get a team like Duke on his schedule, and
prepare his team to play a strong game
against them.
There will be little rest for the
Stags, as Fairfield will host the AT&T
Shootout in Alumni Hall this weekend.
Fairfield takes on Long Island University
in the first round, and the winner of that
game takes on the winner of Geoige Mason
University vs. University of Portland. The
competition should be high in the Shootout,
and Fairfield will feel the pressure of repeating as Shootout Champions.
The affects of the Duke game will
be felt quickly. Excitement generated from
the televised contest will draw students to
the Shootout to cheer on the Stags in their
first regular season home game. The team
itself will also feel repercussions. Now that
the Stags seen who the best is, they must go
out and show the MAAC and their fans what
they have learned.

AT&T Shootout

Fri., Nov. 20
Univ. of Portland vs. George Mason Univ.
Fairfield vs. Long Island Univ.

6:00 PM
8:00 PM

Sat., Nov. 21
Consolation Game

5:00 PM
7:00 PM

Championship Game

Support your Stags
f

Home Games

^

Hockey @ W.O.I, vs. Iona
Saturday
Swimming and Diving vs. Marist
v^
Saturday
NBA Lockout Quote of the

Week:

"We went to so many nightclubs, I don't remember all their
names."
-L.A. Laker Shaquille O'Neal, when asked if he had
visted the Acropolis on a recent visit to Athens
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Central overpowers Fairfield
By Matthew Payne
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
The Lady Stags hoops team certainly has some expectations to live up to
after last year's stellar season, but with a
solid mixture of old and young, the squad is
looking to defend their MAAC title as well
as competing for another berth in the NCAA
tournament.
The Lady Stags had a very successful campaign last season. The team notched
a 20-10 over- all record and werelO-2 in
MAAC play. The loss of four top players,
Jessica Grossarth, Chantel Williams, Page
Driscoll, and Cindy O'Connor undoubtedly
weakens the Lady Stags, but a strong
nucleus remains with the leadership abilities of upperclass players and a solid recruiting class.
Last season, Grossarth, Williams,
Driscoll, and O'Connor combined for over
1200 points and accumulated 470 rebounds.
Replacing this impressive offensive alliance
will be difficult. Senior tri-captains, Jennifer Natale, Stacy Briscoe, andYvette Nicholas will be instrumental leaders on the hard
wood, while sophomore, Gail Strumpf, will
supply much of the offense. Last season,
Natale averaged 3.1 points and 3.1 assists
per game and Nicholas averaged 4.1 points
and 3.7 rebounds. Briscoe comes off a season-long injury and will definitely provide
a spark for the club this year. As for
Strumpf, she returns after a spectacular season, receiving 97'-98' MAAC Rookie of the
Year honors. Her averages per game last
season were 11.9 points, 9.0 rebounds, and
1.9 blocks. Strumpf also earned preseason
All-MAAC First Team honors for her domination in the paint last season.
Also returning for the Lady Stags
this year are Holli Tapley, Allison Thorne,
Ashley Ranaldo, Sara Friel, and Zabrina
Harrington. Tapley appeared in 28 games
last season, and averaged 3.6 points per
game and 1.8 assists. Thorne played in all
30 games and averaged 3.2 points per game
and 2.9 rebounds. Ranaldo, Friel, and

Harrington will get more minutes this year
and provide a boost off the bench.
There are four rookies on the squad
that will certainly provide some excitement
over the course of the season, as they develop and grow into their potential. Amy
Hurford, an athletic six-footer from New
Zealand will help the Lady Stags underneath
the basket, and Megan Light and Alianna
Schiano will aid in the backcourt. Liz
Lemon, who also plays volleyball, will help
the team at many positions with her impressive athletic ability.
The Stags have another newcomer
this season: Chris Lindwall. Lindwall is a
new assistant coach on the team. He was a
basketball and softball coach at Joel Barlow
High School in Reading, CT for many years,
and he hopes to bring his high school success to the Lady Stags.
The Lady Stags took on
the Blue Devils in their first game of the
season on Monday night. No, not Duke, but
Central Connecticut State University. Unfortunately, Fairfield was unable to garner
a victory against the instate rival.
It was a pretty sluggish performance by the Stags, who were preseason
picked to finish third in the MAAC. Central Connecticut defeated the Lady Stags 8271.
Head Coach Diane Nolan, who is
in her 20th season at Fairfield and her 25th
year coaching in total, was very disappointed with the team's sloppy play. After
taking a 41-40 lead at half, it was all downhill. The team only shot 23.5 percent (834) from the field in the second half, and
committed 15 turnovers.
Some bright spots for the Stags
were Strumpf, who scored 21 points and
grabbed 11 rebounds, and three freshman,
Light, Schiano, and Hurford, who despite
some turnovers, displayed their potential at
the collegiate level. Light had 15 points and
Schiano netted 10 in the loss.
The team looks to regain momentum in their game this Friday when they play
the Harvard Crimson, an NCAA Tournament Qualifier last year.

Soccer heads home
Stags lose to Maryland in first round of NCAA's
By Paul Pennelli
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
All great seasons must come to a
close. Unfortunately for the women's soccer team, even post-season losses can be disappointing; the Stags lost in the opening
round of the NCAA tournament to the University of Maryland.
In Maryland, the Stags faced an
ACC opponent with the most difficult
schedule in Division I soccer. As a result,
the Terps were well prepared for whatever
Fairfield had to offer. The Stags would give
Maryland all it could handle, but Fairfield
lost the match in a heartbreaking fashion,
4-3.
Showing its firepower early,
Fairfield stunned the Maryland crowd with
a goal by MAAC Player of the Year Abby
Allan. Allan had to dodge defenders and
use quick footwork to put the ball past the
Terp goalkeeper.
Maryland star Kerri Sarver, who
would be a thorn in Fairfield's side throughout the match, tied the game up on a wellplaced header, just past the outstretched
hands of Fairfield's Anne Lyons.
Allan, never being able to lie dormant for too long, gave the Stags the lead
for the second time in the game, 2-1. Once
again Sarver offered up a quick-strike, and
matched Allan's goal, making the score 22.

Things looked bleak for Fairfield
as Maryland's Robin McCullough lined up
for a penalty kick in the 81st minute. As
with all strong teams, players increase their
level of play in high pressure situafons.
McCullough would be no exception to this
rule, as she placed the ball in the back of
the net, giving Maryland a 3-2 lead.
The Stags would not back down
from its competitor, as Pam Guff, who has
been spectacular for Fairfield down the
stretch, scored soon after McCullough's
penalty kick.
Sarver would haunt the Stags for a
third in final time. With only 21 seconds
remaining on the clock, Sarver put the ball
past Lyons, give Maryland for the second
and final time.
This is a difficult loss for the
Fairfield Women's Soccer program. Though
the Stags do not advance in the NCAAtournament as a result of it, their season cannot
be called anything but a success. The Stags
dominated MAAC play, won its conference
tournament, garnered a multitude of postseason awards, and qualified for the NCAA
tournament.
The program will lose some of its
greatest assets to graduation, such as Suzy
Folger, Erin Caven, Eileen Murray, Jen
Mitchell, Michele Savage, and Colleen
O'Connor. But many Stags will remain and
play another season, defending a second title
and hopefully making another run at the
NCAA tournament.
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Give Stags a Chance
By John Griffith
SPORTS EDITOR
This Friday night at 8:00 p.m. the men's basketball team plays its first home
game under new coachTim O'Toole when Long Island University- Brooklyn comes
to Alumni Hall in the first round of the 1998 AT&T Shootout. This is our chance to
show the Athletic Department that we do care about sports at Fairfield.
Over the past couple of years the school has put millions of dollars into our
athletic program. This had paid dividends in some sports such as football, soccer
and volleyball. What this school really needs is for the basketball team to step up
their play and show this financial backing was justified.
Unless a school has top notch academics (and I'm talking a reputation such
as Harvard's or Stanford's), a school gains national recognition through their sports
programs.
Fairfield gained more notoriety by being on nationalTV and almost shocking North Carolina in the 1996 NCAA tournament than by any accreditation to our
business school or any other academic award our school may receive. This is no
knock on our school's reputation, but let's face it, a good athletic program is the
quickest way of spreading a school's name.
With the pathetic student attendance at most fall sporting events, the administration has to be asking itself if all this money is really worth the efort. Believe it or not, athletic programs are for the students so we have something to get
excited about, to rally around. If no one cares, then what is the point? No school
rallies around its Philosophy Department.
Friday night we have a chance to show that we do care. Basketball is the
one sport at Fairfield which students have generally supported. Tim O'Toole has
pumped life into another dead program. Those who watched the Duke game know
what I'm talking about. His players hustled their tails off until the final whistle, even
though the Stags were down by 30.
O'Toole actually runs an offense, something very different from what we
have seen in the past few years. His style of pushing the ball up the court will at least
provide some exciting basketball to watch.
We haven't had exciting basketball around Fairfield for a while. (One game
in many years does not count).
O'Toole has stated that he wants Fairfield to "be the Duke of the MAAC."
This cannot happen without student support. Duke students were all over our basketball players from the tip until our players left the floor
In the mid 1980's Alumni Hall was named as one of the loudest, craziest
college basketball venues. O'Toole has even managed to move game-time up one
hour for this season in hopes of attracting students.
With the hostile antics of the "Endzone Crew" at football games leading
the way, we can be just as loud. For our first game, here's a hint: make sure you read
up on LIU-Brooklyn's Richie Parker, he's had a very interesting past.
If nothing else, at least give O'Toole and his players a chance.
Last year, when our team was getting beaten regularly it was understandable why students did not show up. No one likes to support a loser The administration does not expect students to support losing teams, which is exactly why all this
money has been spent.
What else might you be doing Friday night at 8:00 p.m.? Nothing goes on
at the beach that early. Is it too much to ask for two hours out of your Friday night?
There is still plenty of time to go out after the game. Try planning your night around
the game, it's something different, and hey, it just might be fun.
The team and the athletic department are only asking for a chance. A new
exciting brand of basketball is being played inAlumni Hall. Come check it out.

Accelerate jour studies

January 111
One week - j credits each
• Ethics in Healthcare
• The American Civil War:
Myth & Reality
• Legal Environment of Business
• Chemistry: Sights and Insights
• Chemistry and the New Nutrition
• Introduction to Macroeconomics
•American Music: History of Jazz
• Introduction to Philosophy
• Politics of Mass Popular Culture
• Psychology and the Law
• Drawing I
• Seminar: Criminal Justice

Study Abroad Opportunities
Onsite in Costa Rica,
December 2/, iggS -January 16, iggg
Jerusalem, January 2 -14, iggg

For a brochure call loll-free
888-254-1566. Registration deadline
is Friday, December 18, igg8.

Two weeks -j credits each
' Business Writing
• Information Technology
for Business
• Abnormal Psychology
• Basic Photography

Fairfield

UNIVERSITY
School of Continuing Education
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CHAMPIONS!

Fairfield destroys St. Peter's 48-0, wins MAAC title
By Michael Keegan
STAFF WRITER

A "sure thing" is rare in this world.
The sun rising and setting every day, the tide
going in and out and Domino's Pizza being
delivered hot a fresh are a few.
Fairfield beating St. Peter's last
weekend was another example of a "sure
thing." The only question was the margin
of victory, which turned out to be 48-0. The
win clinched the MAAC Championship for
the Stags.
The Stags 21 points in the first
quarter put them on their way to another easy
win. In the last four games, Fairfield, has
outscored its opponents 168-14.
"It was just a matter of going out
there and executing," quarterback Jim
Lopusznick said. "We knew we would come
out on top."
While stomping St. Peter's, the

Stags (8-2,6-1) set a few new records. Their
48 points were the most in a single game
for a Fairfield team, beating the old record
of 42. They tied the record for fewest points
allowed with 0 (That one should be tough
to break). They now have gained 3,815
yards this season,' 2,450 more than last
season's 3,575. The defense held the
Peacock's (0-9,0-6) offense to only 87 yards
(56 rushing, 31 passing), a new record for
fewest yards by an opponent. And the win
set the record for most wins in a season, with
eight.
The win, and subsequent MAAC
Championship, caps off a dramatic turnaround for the Stags, who were 1-8 in 1996,
7-3 last season and are currently 8-2.
Fairfield will attempt to win its ninth of the
year and eighth in a row at Central Connecticut this Saturday.
"It's been a long time coming,"
wide receiver Eric Wise said about winning
the MAAC Championship. "We wanted to
give the crowd a good show."
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When the final horn sounded, the Fairfield Stags celebrated as MAAC Champs
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The Stags defensive line helped shutout the sterile St. Peter's offense
(above),while QB Jim Lopusznick and the Fairfield offense scored the
highest point total in its history, 48 (left).
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